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Annotation

E7

The candidate has effectively explained the law of supply, describing how
producers are influenced by profitability, and elaborating on this by explaining
that, for Fancy Furniture, revenue reduced when the price drops from $700 to
$400, lowering profitability. There is good understanding of the meaning of
ceteris paribus, which was needed to gain an Excellence grade. The second
flow on is fully explained, stating that Fancy Furniture might make a change to
the goods produced, explaining an example of a good they might produce
more of, and why. The reason shows understanding that profitability is the
main influence. The first flow on stated that staff may be laid off, but it would
have been better if it had explained that this was because they are no longer
required, now that fewer dining tables are being supplied.

E8

The candidate produces and effectively communicates a full explanation of
how this change in noise regulations will affect the producer. The answer is at
Excellence level because (1) all statements made are elaborated (e.g., the
meaning of increased productivity), (2) the explanation fully describes the
impact of the new regulation on profit, showing understanding of the factors
that affect profit, (3) it shows understanding that it is the change in profitability
that shifts the supply curve, (4) there is reference to the graph, and (5) it
includes two fully explained flow on effects, both actions / decisions that the
business owner could take, clearly linked to the change in noise regulation.

M6

This candidate has provided an M6 answer because they show a good
understanding of the relationship between dining furniture and office furniture
from a supplier’s perspective, and how supply of both these goods would be
affected by a price change for office furniture. Changes on both graphs are
correct and clearly labelled. A good explanation is provided, which explains
the importance of how profitable the two goods are – their relative profitability
is the reason why Fancy Furniture will react in the way it does. The flow on
identified is not a flow on because switching resources from dining table
production to office furniture production is part of how Fancy Furniture will
respond to the rising price of office furniture. A flow on is something that Fancy
Furniture may do or decide as a result of the change, e.g. change their
advertising to appeal to businesses, because they are the main buyers of
office furniture. This part of the answer meant that Q3 earned M6. A wellexplained flow on was required to get a higher mark.
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M6

The candidate provides enough evidence for Merit, but more elaboration is
needed for Excellence. The reason for the law of supply is correct, but could
have been elaborated with details about why profitability is reduced when price
falls. Good flow on effects are described and explained. If this had included
details about how profitability fell because of a reduction in revenue, and
smaller gap between revenue and costs, this would have improved the
answer. The explanation of ceteris paribus, with the inclusion of examples,
was very good.

E8

The candidate provides comprehensive evidence of their full understanding,
so this answer is awarded E8. The explanation of how the change in noise
regulation will affect productivity is fully explained, and productivity is defined.
This answer then progresses to explain how the change will raise profitability,
once again explaining a reason why (because costs of production reduce).
The answer shows a clear understanding that better profitability is the reason
behind the movement in the supply curve. Reference is made to the graph,
required for Excellence. Two flow on effects are fully explained, and both
clearly link to the situation that Fancy Furniture is in. Both are thoroughly
explained.

E8

The candidate provides a very good answer, because (1) the correct
terminology is always used (e.g. increase in quantity supplied for office
furniture) (2) the explanation discusses how office furniture is now relatively
more profitable compared to dining furniture, and (3) the explanation mentions
that Fancy Furniture will switch resources from dining to office furniture. There
is a very thorough explanation of why these two goods are related goods. This
flow on effect is a decision or action that Fancy Furniture’s owner could take,
that is linked to the situation, and the reason for it is explained well. The
answer as a whole meets all Excellence level requirements.

